The involvement of linguistic professionals in resolving the ambiguity of a word within a particular context will produce a concise meaning of the words that are found in the lexical knowledge based collection. Motivated from that issue, we employed lexical knowledge and machine learning approach which includes the integration of data or/and information from the lexical knowledge based, that is Malay collections which linked to the ambiguous words. We show that the proposed method has improved the precision in resolving ambiguity.
INTRODUCTION
Ambiguous words can have multiple meanings [1] . For example the Malay word "semak" has several meanings such as to check, confuse, or having the same mother. Getting the right meaning of any ambiguous word is easy for human, but developing Natural Language Processing (NLP) system for machine is complicated [2] . However, this can be overcome by incorporating knowledge that identifies the true word of the uncertain word or called Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) [3] . For WSD, a given a collection of words, a classifier is applied to produce two types of knowledge sources that distinguish senses of the words. The first is the corpus that is either not labeled or annotated with word senses. The second type is dictionary that can be machine readable dictionary, and thesaurus [2] . Without knowledge sources, it is hard either people or machines to recognize the correct sense. There are several WSD techniques ranging from knowledge or information based, either supervised or unsupervised techniques. Supervised or unsupervised techniques are depend in corpora prove [3] . Supervised technique has few annotation and has large annotated corpus [4] .
RELATED WORK IN KNOWLEDGE EXTRACTION AND WORD SENSE
Knowledge based approach uses knowledge resources such as Wordnet and it is also referred as dictionary based approach [5] . To get the right sense, information construct depends in light of the word references [6] and proposed WSD with conceptual density method. This method selects words depend round the reasonable separation of the vague word and setting words that are connected [7] employ a selection inclination strategy. This strategy is used to find the likely relationship between word classes; easiest compute on words to the word's connection are recurrence check. Cover solely methodologies such Lesk. Lesk Extended is absolutely abased across the coordinating of word and settings words [8] . However, this approach is determined by the dictionaries and restricted in receiving the common sense knowledge.
METHODOLOGY
To assess the adequacy of question interpretation approaches in idea based machine learning system for Malay-English language pair, we conducted a progression of analysis utilizing the Malay-English arrangement corpora. The Malay-Malay corpus and English-Malay corpus as M. F. Yahaya et al. J Fundam Appl Sci. 2017, 9(5S) , 115-130 117 in Fig. 1 . Fig.1 . Overview in overall development conducting an experiment
Kamus Dewan (Text Corpora-Based)
For investigation reason, rundown of ambiguous words were constructed physically, comprises of legitimate names, for example, people name, verb, noun and events. There were 250 sections in Malay and English ideas word in view of 50 inquiries made for this trial.
These arrangements of ambiguous words were utilized as a document and query interpretation handle.
Preprocessing

Fig.2. Construction of Malay words and sentences
Firstly, all words that are pertinent to ambiguous words were retrieved from [9] , the Dewan Bahasa Pustaka(DBP) online dictionary. In this phase, words are used from different collections to seek the potential of ambiguous words. Fig. 3 shows the word 'semak' submitted to the DBP online dictionary. In order to identify the ambiguous words, Fig. 4 shows that it has retrieved the answer from, KamusDewan offline dictionary. KamusDewan corpus is a comprehensive system that is manually constructed by the editor.
KamusDewanBahasaPustaka uses JavaScript as a comprehensive hierarchical index of topics with different editions of the dictionary. 
Malay Words/Malay Sentences
Currently, most of Malay bilingual dictionaries did not provide detailed and clear information to help user in translating words. Therefore, this paper provides a bilingual dictionary with an explanation as follows:
Example 1: A word 'semak', there are two homonyms, a noun 'semak' and a verb 'semak'.
'semak' is used sometimes as a noun and sometimes as a verb. The meaning of the word "semak" is used for checking something. The sentences are used to test the word in training set. The example sentences are as below:
1. "Semakayat yang dibina, pastikanstrukturnyabetul".→Checking behaves more like a "verb".
2. "Tebaskanlahsegalasemakini". →Bushy behaves more like a "noun".
Therefore, the meaning of checking it can be interpreted as bushy too. It has more than one tag.
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Example 2: The word "sepak" can either interpret as slapping or kicking. The example sentences are as below:-
Therefore, the meaning of slapping it can be interpreted as kicking too. It has more than one tag.
Problem found: Translation; how to translate in details: there are three methods that has been proposed at this phase: (1) We adopted query interpretation stop words which naturally expelled from the English using all words from KamusDewan online or offline database (2) Translate only the query word that is ambiguous with stop word using translation lexicons (3) Translate using WordNet bilingual dictionary.
The preliminary analysis is considered based on the motivation by the fact [10] . The result given in most of the translators is not accurate. For that reason, this research will help the user to reduce misinterpretation for the words found in the corpus. From KamusDewan corpus, an ambiguous word found such as word in Example 1 the word "semak", translated from
Malay-Malay KamusDewan dictionary or Malay-English from Wordnet, the word "semak"
has identified as ambiguous with interpretation as "bushy" and "sepak" as its second interpretation competitor, despite the fact that "semak" is most habitually utilized interpretation for "checking".
Translate only query word that found in kamusdewan online dictionary. Then again, the second method is spurred by the reality method was motivated by the fact [11] translate only the query words that is ambiguous from Malay-Malay KamusDewan dictionary or Malay-English from Wordnet, stop words were automatically removed from the English translation, one can include all the possible ambiguous word in the target sentences. There were two results can be obtained from this methods: (1) improving the possibility of understanding for each sentences from KamusDewan dictionary searching output; if all interpretation incorporated into the queries interpretation having the same meaning or (2) decreasing the performance in KamusDewan searching output; if the results given as high as accurate assumption translations [12] .
There were two kinds of word references being utilized as a part of this trial, WordNet and
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KamusDewan online/offline dictionary. Both reports and query are critical viewpoint in machine learning. In machine learning, if a word retains many translations, it is hard to figure out which target expression is the best contender for a source expression can have numerous interpretations and diverse settings prompt to different translations [24] . firstly, extract the words from the KamusDewan corpus. Then, once the ambiguity of the words were identified, tag the potential ambiguous Malay words to assign the correct tagged for each word and sentences. Afterwards, the correct tagged that assigned to the words and the sentences will identify the correct sense. As a result, it will bring the group of corrected ambiguous words and sentences [13] . For an idea Ci made out from words from 'n' that is recurrence on an inquiry equivalents for quantity events from an idea themselves, also from
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whole sub ideas itself. Calculation format as below.
( 1) where length ci speaks to the quantity of words that shape ci and sub ci as an arrangement from whole conceivable sub ideas where is gotten from ci: ideas of n-1 words from ci, ideas of n-2, and every single expression of (ci).
Tokenization
Removing all the stop words, symbols and stemming to the user queries before tokenization process take in place [14] . Tokenization will produces queries catchphrases in view of significance idea words. All pertinent idea words existed in the question will be dealt with as one term. This rundown incorporates all relational words, pronouns and articles (which were at that point evacuated utilizing the morphological analyzer); normal stop words, for example, "adapun", "agar" and "betul".
For instance of our preparing consider the Malay queries on Example 1: "Semakayat yang dibina, pastikanstrukturnyabetul". After morphological examination and stop word evacuation, this question gets to be "semak", "bina", "pasti", "ayat". Each of these words is then turned upward in a Malay-English word-to-word lexicon, which contains the accompanying interpretations: In the Malay dictionary, some of the query word was lemmatized (e.g., an original word "strukturnya" was decreased to "sktruktur" in our test adaptation). In the event that a source word was not found in the lexicon, then the first source word was held in the interpretation. Document writings were tokenized into single words in tokenization prepare [15] . At that point, we consolidate a solitary word to make numerous word phrases. In idea recognizable
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proof, the expressions made in past stride were distinguished as ideas based. The dictionary gaze upward was happen after tokenization assignment to interpret root words and compound words. Tokenization makes compound words interpretation conceivable.
Example 3:
The word "rendang" is used to describe about a dry fried type of traditional Malay dishes or to describe about the leafy and small tree that gives shade. The example sentences are as below:
→Dry fring
"Apabila kami berhentikeranapenatberlumbalari, kawan-kawanmengajakuntukberehat di ataskerusipanjangterletak di bawahsebatangpohon yang rendang." → Leafy
Example 4:The word "perang" can be used for brown hair and going for war as below:
1. "Kebanyakan orang Amerika Latin mempunyairambutberwarnaperang." →Brown Table 2 shows the frequency counts retrieved from over 50000 words corpus taken from the KamusDewan online dictionary. Only 50 ambiguous words were extracted from the KamusDewan. The highest number of occurrences would be the most ambiguous words used for each sentence. The ability to reduce the ambiguity is the main focus in this paper. 
"Ramai orang Islam yang matiberjihadakibatperang." →War
Frequency Counts of Ambiguous Malay Words
Removing Stop Words, Symbol and Stemming
This procedure additionally lessens the content information and enhances the framework execution. Each word reference of KamusDewan deals with these words, which are a bit much for word sense. The stop words are not useful for word sense.
Preprocessed Corpus and Part of Speech (PoS)
Preprocessing is an imperative undertaking and basic stride in word sense [16] in Information Retrieval (IR) and NLP. In our research, the word sense-data preprocessing utilized for removing fascinating and superfluous words and learning from KamusDewan contents. IR is basically a matter of choosing which records in a gathering DBP ought to be recovered to fulfill a client's requirement for data entered [17] . The DBP provide to the client's requirement for data is spoken to by a question or profile and contains at least one inquiry terms in addition to some extra data, for example weight of the words. Henceforth, the recovery choice is made by contrasting the terms of the inquiry and the list terms (critical words or expressions) showing up in the archive itself.
Target sentences were recognized at this stage, the principal units go to all further preparing stages, from examination and labeling segments, for example morphological analyzers and grammatical form taggers; through applications, for example data recovery and machine interpretation frameworks. It is a collection of exercises in which in KamusDewan are pre-handled. Since the content information regularly contains some unique configurations like number organizations, date groups and the most widely recognized words that far-fetched to
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help text mining, for example relational words, articles and professional things can be dispensed with [18] .
KamusDewan [9] is in an unstructured format. In order to extract information from the kamus, the sentences are transformed into a structured format. These sentences are further process to remove the stop words and are stemmed into their root words. After the preprocessing step, features are extracted to train a classifier and to classify the correct sense without using lexical knowledge and using lexical knowledge as shown in Table 3 [19].
Wordnet
WordNet is available for the public and it is a lexical database produced by Princeton
University [20] . In WordNet 3.0, about 200000 word senses into 117777 SynSets which are gatherings of equivalent words. This implies there are 117777 unique definitions that are available to get the correct specification of sense and semantic relations for each word [21] .
WordNet is indeed rich in information and it is a standout amongst the most commonplace apparatuses for word sense disambiguation [22] .
Classification Task (Method)
Fig .6 . Classification of the words from target sentences
In arrangement methodology, subsequent to evacuating capacity words, just to justify the words content, starting at target locating dubious word at sentence. A shot in higher than 1 word uncertainty from the goal sentence. It needs for searching questionable sense word assistance by Wordnet. Furthermore, stride to play out the procedure in pre-handling of target sentence steps. Next, apply JAWS library methods.Therefore, the component is contrast with
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the elements in preparing information. To check increment in every component information are discovered as well as information in target highlight, also a preparation includes [23] .
Extracting Correct Word Sense
As approach is half and half one and we are utilizing probabilistic measure. Parameters in the probabilistic WSD are: Pr(s) i.e likelihood of sense and Pr(Vwi |s) i.e. likelihood of highlight w.r.t. specific sense Pr(s)= count(s,w)/count(w) and Pr(Vwi |s)= count(Vwi ,s,w)/count(s,w)
The sense with the most noteworthy likelihood is return and alongside its sense id. This sense id is utilized to outline definition connected with that sense for the objective word in the sentence.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As the results display in Table 4 , it shows that the translation can be extremely setting delicate
where it comes with a few outcomes. To start with, which means explanation is extremely delicate to the sorts of ideas/relations/learning present in the vocabulary. For instance, in the last case in Table 4 , "Perang" in the setting was deciphered as "where individuals who have a in WordNet.
CONCLUSION
We used KamusDewan and WordNet to evaluate our Word Sense result. The three values reflect the completeness, the accuracy and the effectiveness of the approach respectively. In this paper, we prepared a larger text set of full texts to evaluate our approach. Table 3 . Algorithm to classify correct sense 
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